
XAPT’s SEAL implementation  
toolkit for equipment dealers delivers a rapid 
deployment of NAXT – Microsoft Dynamics AX for 
Equipment Dealers. Dealers can be up and running  
in a matter of months not years.

Utilizing SEAL, your dealership will achieve  
success quickly and gain from industry leading  
best practices. SEAL provides the foundation for  
all aspects of the implementation from Project  
Kick-Off to Go-Live.

Learn more:

www.xapt.com
www.naxtsolution.com 

contactus@xapt.com

SEAL Business Benefits

  Greater than 98% common 
code for all dealers

  True business transformation

  Fast implementations

  Mitigation of business  
& technical risks

  Efficient and effective project 
management

  Quicker user adoption of  
the software

  Faster return on investment 
(ROI)
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Rapid Deployment of  
NAXT – Microsoft Dynamics AX 
for Equipment Dealers

Proven methodology for

Reduce risk, lower costs and go-live with confidence using SEAL 
(Solution to Enhance and Accelerate the Implementation Lifecycle)



About XAPT

As the leading global provider of specialized business 
services for equipment dealers, XAPT delivers sustain able 
value through consulting, software and IT implementation. 
Possessing more than sixteen years of experience and 
industry expertise, XAPT maximizes its vast technology 
resources, unrivaled industry know ledge and deep Micro-
soft expertise to deliver increased productivity, simplifica-
tion of business processes, project acceleration and a true 
competitive advantage to our equipment dealer partners.

Our more than 450 team members in 9 countries apply our 
industry knowledge and best practices to provide Microsoft 
Dynamics AX for Equipment Dealers, Customer Relation-
ship Management (CRM) and technology solutions; provid-
ing effective support to dealers in standardizing and imple-
menting integrated business solutions according to their 
unique industry requirements. In addition, XAPT provides 
consulting, software development, project management, 
training, system integration and support services to  
domestic, regional and international dealerships.

Highlights
Pre-Configured System
XAPT delivers a preconfigured environment.  
Your personnel begin training using your new 
software on day one. This environment contains:

•	User security with over 154 roles defined  
and set up

•	Fully pre-loaded GL with all versions of 
transactions pre-tested; all transactions post 
properly beginning on day one of training 

•	Pre-loaded training customer, equipment and 
transaction data; this means an immediate start  
to training with relevant data

Business Process Catalog & Diagrams
XAPT provides the tools to rapidly gain the 
expertise to operate your dealership on this new 
platform, including:

•	413 Macro business processes, from Accounting 
to Rental to Service to Parts, fully structured

•	258 Micro processes based on the above

•	350 Visual process diagrams depicting each step 
of each process

Security Roles & Responsibilities
SEAL provides equipment dealers with a core  
set of security roles and responsibilities that 
identify which roles are responsible for each  
task within each business process.

Data Migration Templates
Over 21 data migration templates are provided  
to equipment dealers as a tool to use to assist 
with data migration process.

Feature Test Scripts & User Story Library
Feature Test Scripts (FTS) breakdown each 
business process into specific business functions. 
The FTS Library covers all of the standard 
Equipment dealer business processes, including:

•	2,000+ Feature Test Cases

•	Functional requirements not covered by the FTS 
that are specific to the client become User Stories 
and are linked directly to a feature test case.

Standardized Training Manuals
Standardized training manuals are provided 
as a baseline for training all team members. 
These manuals are standardized for the heavy 
equipment industry and can easily be customized 
to meet the specific business requirement of  
the dealer.

Project Management Tools
Project Management is critical when implementing 
a new Dealer Management Solution. To aid in  
this process we have created a number of tools, 
which include:

•	Detailed Project Plans

•	Project Management Dashboards

•	Project Portals hosted on our Team Foundation 
Server (TFS) and SharePoint

Get There Faster and with Confidence!
Contact XAPT today to learn more about SEAL 
and our solution for equipment dealers.

contactus@xapt.com

NAXT – Microsoft Dynamics AX for equipment dealers

NAXT – Microsoft Dynamics AX for equipment dealers 
represents an industry-specific, “end-to-end” business 
solution for equipment dealers and is unmatched in the 
equipment distribution industry. The solution offers an 
outstanding combination of functionality, flexibility,  
integration, affordability, scalability and ROI. The complex 
structures of equipment dealerships, their suppliers and 
customers, demand both global and local knowledge.  
We bring the reassurance of a fully integrated solution, 
tailored to equipment dealers, with an understanding of 
regional requirements, delivered by Award winning special-
ists. XAPT provides clients full visibility and control across 
every branch and subsidiary, wherever their location.


